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THE EFFICIENCY OF PLOTS OF V1RIOT. SI7 AND SHAPS
IN CRUISING 3COND-GROWTH DOTLAS-FIR

INTRODUCTION

The superior quality of o3A.-growth Douglas-fir

(Pesudotsuga taxifolia (Poir) Britt.) is known the world

over, but the virgin forests of the Douglasfir region

are disappearing rapidly. Second-growth/ is assuming

more importance to the region annually as evidenced by

the following quotation from the Douglas'fir Seoond-

Growth Management Cozanittee (3, p.1):
"In 1945 virgin saw timber totaled
9 mjlljon acres in area; in con-
trast, seoond-growtb/ covered more
than 1). million acres. In addition,
poorly stocked seedling and sapling
stands plus nonstooked forest lands
and recent outovers covered more
than 5 million acres."

Thus, in 1945, second-growth forests, along with lands

that should have been supporting second-growth, amounted

to two-thirds of the total commercial forest land in the

rsgion. Of course, the amount of commercial forest land

supporting second-growth will increase annually until the

foresta are predominantly second-growth.

The Douglas-fir region referred to in this report
eludes the portions of Oregon and Washington situated

west of the summit of the Cascade Range.

/ The term "second-growth" refers to forest stands not
older than the 160-year age class. This age class limit
coincides with that observed by the Forest Survey as the
dividing line between mature and immature stands.
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in 194$, the West Coast Lumbermsn's Associatton

conducted a study to determine the amount of aecond-

growth harvested in western Oregon. The Association

concluded that second-growth cutting accounted for 27

percent of the total voluss and 44 percent of the total
area covered by login,g operations in that year.

NEED FOR THE STLTDY

a evident that the second-growth forests
are becoming increasingly important in supplying the

forest industries of the Douglas-fir region. These

forests must be managed intensively it they are to aaswr
such an important role in the economy of the region. One

of the moat important aspects, in tact, the primary step
in intensive forest management is to conduct en inventory
of the forest resources. Large sums will be expended

annually in such projects. It is important that these
surveys be conduoted as eoonomoa.Uy and as efficiently

as possible.

O OF THE STUDY

The purpose of the study is to determine the
moat efficient size and shape of plot to use in cruising
second-growth Douglas-fir. Information concerning the

efficiency of various sizes and shapes of plots in



cruising esoond'growth is 1aoktn. Ioweer, a study
oonduotd in 191i9 by Hixon and Johnson (5) to detsr*izi

the moot efficient size azui ehepe of plot to use in
oruisin.g oldrowtb Douglasøfir. This study showed

that the most efficient size and shape of plot to use in.
cruising oldjrowth Douglas.fir 10 a xeotangl I *hain by
3 chains containing 0.3 acre. I{asel (4) conduoted a

study or sampling methods for cruising ponderoaa pine

(4n.u& ponderosa Lottgl i) in the Black's Mountain.

xpsrimsntal Forest. Ne oon,3u4ed that 2.acxs rectang"
zlar plots, 2. chains by 3.0 chains, were more efficient

sampling units than plots of larger size. Na also shows

that long narrow plots are generally superior to $quaZ'$
plots of the same area. The time element was not con

sidered in Haael's study. i3iuksrstatf (3.) conducted. a

study to determine whether one-fifth acre circular plots
were iore suitable than cue-tenth acre circular plots in
sampling innuture mixed stands in Ontario. H. recommend-

4 that one-fifth acre circular plots be used in sampling
tature stands having less than approz.tmately 1000 stema
psi' acre. The time required to cruise oni-teath and one-
fifth acre plots was not a part of his study, but he
estimated that not more then 20 ercent t
required to 3.ay out the larger plots.



In general, the one-quarter and one-fifth acre
circular plots are widely accepted at present, but this
popularity has been due either to habit or to custom
rather than to any objective test of efficiency.

In determining the efficiency of one kind at
plot over another it was necessary to consider two com-
ponents together. First, the variation in volume among
plots of a given size and shape expressed as a percent
(population coefficient of variation), through the
idiwn of statistics, is an important variable in deter-
mining the number of plots of a given kind required for
a given accuracy. Second, since it is necessary to con-
sider the economical aspect at cruising, the time con-
tamed in cruising a plot end in travelling among plots

an important factor. It it was unnecessary to con-
si4sr cost in cruising, the most efficient size end
shape of plot to use would b the one producing the

smallest coefficient of variation. It would be erroneous,

therefore, to claim the superiority of one kind of plot
oier another without considering the two factors together.

LOCATION ANI) DFSCRIPTION OF TI[ STUDY AWA. - - -
A twenty-acre tract, 12.5 by 16 chains, of

second-growth I)ouglas-ffr timber was selected on the

McDonald Forest in Benton County, Oregon. The general
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location of the study area is shown in Jiguz,e 1. B

in the foothills of the Coast Range, the topography is
more or lees rolling. 1Jnderbrzsh is almost completely

absent. A tlu'ee'aore windfall area is situated in the
southeast corner of the tract, The timber on the tract
is almost exclusively of Douglas-fir and varies from 80
to 100 years of age. The stand was found to be a low

site quality XIX, and was highly detective du to
Po pint (There) 'r.. Diamster of the average tree

as 23.4.8 inches, and there was an average of 58.4
merchantable trees per acre The 100 percent cruise

showed that the study area supported a total of 737,050
board feet net volume by Seribner Rule in trees 11 inches
and larger In diameter at breast height. This is squiv

'ent to an average of 36,852 board feet per acre. The

umber of merchantable trees by diameter classes 1
tabulated below:
Diameter class Number ot Diameter class Number of

(inobs8) treep tinches) trees
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Many trees were c3.aaaitied as uwnerohantable du to the

prsaeuoe of numerous large liniba extending iriøet to the
ground level, and eone were unmerohantable b3oause of the

extent of fungus defots, Such trees were not inoluded

in the tally nor in volume conaputations,



YIELD iAET!ODS

The entire boundary of the area was marked oü
the ground with heavy string, It was decided to make the
area 16 by 12.5 chains, the longer axis being parallel to
the topography. All distances were measured horizontally.
String No. 3. in Yl.guro 2 was stretched front the starting
corner along the north boundary of the area using a statt
compass, a 2.1/2 chain trailer tape and an abney hand

level. Stakes were driven into the ground at hal1'obain
intervals and numbered consecutively front 1 to 31 along
this boundary. String No, 2 wa then stretobed per..

pendicularly to string No. 3. for a distance of 12.5
chains. No 3takes were set along this line. String
No. 3 was then atretohel perpendtoiilarly to atring No. 2
and parallel to string No. 1. Stakes were driven into
the ground at baltuohajn intrva1s along this boundary
and numbered conaeoutively front 33. to 1. zi this manner,

stake No. 31 on string No. 3 was in the ante relative

position as stake No. 31 on string No. 3.. String No. J

was then stretched prpendieular1y to string No. 3 and
tied in to the original starting point; which closed the
traverse, Stakes were set along strings I and 3 to
prevent cumulative t*rrors in locating the boundaries
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at the basic sample plots. The twenty-acre area was then

subdivided into 32 orulae strips extending across the
shorter distance of the area, as described hereafter,
and as plotted in Figure 2.

String No. 5 was stretched parallel to string
No. 4 starting at stake No. 1 on string No. 1 and ending
at stake No. 1 on string No. 3. The only equipment re-

quireci for locating the position of string No. 5, and
subsequent strings 6, 7, and 8, was a 50-toot tape.
One n traveled along string No. 4 for several chains,
keeping within sight of the man stretching the string,
and then offset perpendicularly for a distance of one-
bait chain within the study area. In this manner, the
person establishing the offsets acted as a guide to the
person who was stretching the string. It was necessary
when working alone to establish several offsets per-
pendioular to string No. 4 and mark than with stakes.
A five-toot stake with a piece of aluminum toil fasteusd
to the top was found useful. for this purpose. With the

halt-chain offsets marked in this way, the person who
was Stretching the etring could proceed to lay the string
along the established line until he reached the boundary
of the area. Strings 6, 7 nd S were esabliahed by the
Same method; each successive string being placed par-
aUel. to the one previously located.



8trings 4., 5, 6, 7 and A marked the boundaries

oi cruise strips numbered 1, 2, 3 and A1. tpon couple-'

on of cruising of the first four 3tripS, string No. A
left in place, but strings numbered 4, 5, 6 and 7

were moved to form the boundaries of cruise strips
numbered 5, 6, 7 and 8.

The described method of moving the strings as
cruising progressed was economical. The cost of string
for the entire project was $4.70. The cost of stringing
the entire area at once would have amounted to $18.80.
The string uaed in this atudy was size 8, and coat
$2.35 per spool containing approximately 4000 feet.
A crude hOmemade reel proved useful in transferring

the strings front one position to another.

With the cruise strips and area boundaries
marked on the ground, a 100 percent cruise by one-

fortieth acre plots (1/2 by 1/2 chain) was initiated.
21cc only two of the boundaries of the suara plot
were previously marked on the ground, it was necessary
to construct the remaining sides. This would have been

a simple matter had there been two men performing the

operation, bat the writer, working alone, found that
a pole eleven feet long served as a helpful aid.
Beginning at stake No. 1 on string No. 1, three lengths
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of the sleven.ipfoot pole were iasured ho-izontally along

string No. 5 and the point wa3 wked with a stick there
by establishing the forward boundary of the first plot.
Plot No, 1 In cruise strip No. 1 and plot No. 1. In cru.ts*

strip No, 2 were cruised fron this point. Vhere there

was doubt in regard to whether or not a borderline tree
was in one plot or another, a bearing was taken with a
pocket ooiass to dsteridne the true location of the
tree. Mor. than one..half the d1zeter of a tree bad
to be within the plot to warrant tally of the tree in
a particular plot.

With completion of tallying plot No. I in
cruise strip No. 1 and plot No. 1 in cruise strip No.
another half-.chajn was mesured with the eleyen"foot
pole along string No. 5 establishing tha forward bound..
ary of plot No. 2 in cruise strip No. 3. and plot No. 2
in cruise strip No. 2. The rear boundary o these plots
was, of course, the forward boundary of the previously
tallied plots. This method was repeated until cruise
strips 1. and 2 were cruised. The cruiser then started
his return trip on string No. 7 tallyIng trees in cruise
strips 3 and 4. Extrene precaution was observed at this
point to insure that the plots were nuuber.d correctly
beginning with plot No. 25 and decreasing consecutively
to plot No. 3. The process was repeated until the entire



area was cruised. Trays), time in collecting the basic
data was reduced to a minimum by taflying two ad3acent
plots with a single nsas,nnt of distance along the
string common to both plots.

The trees on each plot were recorded separately
by diameter to the nearest t"ow inches, as 12, 14, 16, )2,
eta,, and by height to the nearest onarhalt long, 32 test
being the log length mit. The records ware made on the
form shown in Figure 3, Trees having diameters less
than 44 inches at 4.1/2 feet above the ground levsl were
measured with a Biltmore stick, and those having diameters
greater than 44 inohas were measured with a diameter
tape Tree heights were estimated ocularly to a merchent'.
able top diameter equal to 40 percent of the diameter at
breaat height. Checks of estimated tree heights were

made frequently by actual measurement with an abney hand
level and by measuring windfalls, Log grading was not
a part of this study. The net volume by Scribner log rule
of trees tallied on the plots was computed by the form
class volume tables of Bruce and Girard (2). After
actual measurement of several windfalls, foz class 71
was foux to be average for the stand, therefore, form

class was not estimated and recorded for individual
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TIME UIRMENTS

In order to determine the most efficient plot
it was necessary to gather data showing the time

quired to cruise plots of various sizes and shapes and

the time required to travel among plots. The inveeti

gation of time requirements for travelling among plots

and. for actual establishment of them was entirely in

dependent of' the area cruising project except that it

was conduoted on the same area. Time data were record'-

ad. on Time Study Data Cards as presented in Figure 7

in the Appendix. Time data were gathered for cruising

each of the following eleven kinds of plots, tour of'

wiioh are circular and seven are rectangular,

Circular Plots.

Wgtang_ular PLote

Area in Acres Dimee1ons in. Chains

15

Area in Acres Horizontal Radius of Plot

0.025 18' 8"
.100 37' 3"
.225 55' 10"
.400 74' 6"

0.050 0,5 xl
.100 .5 x 2
.200 .5x4
.300 .5 x 6
.200 1x2
.300 x3
.400 1z4



The data for travel time among plots were ob-

med as described hereafter. A straight line 18
chains long was eatablihed through the study area in
a general direction perperdicu,lar to the topography
using a 2.1/2 chain trailer tape, a pocket compass end

i abney hand, level. Slope distances were converted

to horizontal distances by employing the abnay hand
level and the chain trailer. The amount of time con"

euod in taking a pocket compass bearing and an abney
reading were included as part of travel time. Travel

ti was recorded with a stop watch from the moment

the head obaininpn removed the co . as from his poolat

until the rear ohajnmn traveled to the head of the
chain. The following occtred during this lapse of
time:

A pocket compass bearing was tken.
The head ohaitm moved the chain forwa
The rear chainman stopped movement of the

chain at the two.ohain mark.
The abnoy level reading was taken.
The proper trailer distance was allowed.
The rear ohain.msn Joined the head ehainman.

J)ia to the near absence of underbrush, it
was always possible to proceed at intervals of two
fuli chains. A permenent stake was placed at the two-

chain intervals along the line thereby marking the

locations of plot centers for subsequent determination
of the tins required for establishment of the 'various

16
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kinds of plots to be investigated. Time consumed in

establishing these plot centers was not included as
travel tinie among plots. Travel time between successive

two-chain stations or plots is shown in Table 1.
Having established the location of plots along

the 18-chain line, there remained now the task of gath-
ering data on time required for actual obervat ions and
recording of the data required in cruising eaoh kind of
plot.

A plot of a given size and shape was cruised
ten times, ones at each of the marked plot centers.
The ten plots of a kind were cruised consecutively
instead of being selected at random at each location
because, under actual cruising conditions plot size is
standardized, therefore, a cruiser becomes accustomed
to using a given kind of plot repeatedly.

All of the different kinds of plots were
located at common centers. Thus, the time required
for establishment of the different kinds of plota was
oomparable because their locations were indentical in
respect to øtand density, volume, composition and
diameter distributions Tinder this practice some of
the same tress on one kind of plot were present also
on some of the others. In every instance the repeat
trees were actually remeasured in order to avoid any



Total

(x)
Distance Trave1 ttm
(chains) {*inuta

Standard deviation ot travel tims per
chain 0.212 i*initss

Standard error ot the sean 0.07 a.tnutes

2 1.5.5 2.4025

2 1.18 1.3924

2 1.15 1.3225

2 1.19 1.4161

2 1.00 1.0000

2 1.55 2.4025

2 1.53 2.3409

2 1,85 3.4225

2.36 5.5696

13.36 21.2690

Travel ti per o2iain = 0.74 inintaa

18

TABI Travel tims



biae that might iave been realized from memory of
tree size.

Cruising time for each plot was recorded on
Time Study Data Cards as presented in Figure 7 in the

Appendix. The average time required for cruising each
kind or plot is shown in Table 2.

19



TABLE 2, Average cruising t1i

Plot size
(acres

* 025

.300

225

.250

.400

Rectangular (chains)

xl
5x2

.5x6
2

Cruising time
per plot
(vLlIpites)

0,57

2.09

4.25

4.55

'sex

6.09

3.17

2,22

6.68

4.22

6.77

8 91



AN½LYSIS OF DATA

P0PULI0N COFFICTJ YARIATXQN

Raving determined the time required to cruise

different kinds of plots and the travel time among plots,

there remained now the task of calculating the population

coefficients of variation for the different kinds of
plots in order to determine how efficiently the various

kinds of plots were in sampling the area.

Various combinations of the basic 1/40th-acre

plots were put together diagrammatically in the office

to make up 100-percent cruises by plots of the various

kinds. The manner in which they were arranged is shown

in Figure 4. The actual net volume by basic 1/40th-

acre plots and various combinations of the basic data
into larger plots is presented in Tables numbered 3.0 to

20 in the Appendix Although the first tour plots in

figure 4. are square1 it is assumed for the purpose of

the study that variation of volumes among square plots

and variation among circular plots of corresponding

size will be 1ndentio&'L.

The coefficients of variation of volume were

computed for a population of each kind of plot. The

800 1/40th-acre basic plots from the 100 percent cruise

of the twenty-acre area were combined in various forms

21
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FIGURE 4. Diagranmitioa1 akstcbe showing method
combining basic 1/40th-acre plots

Symbol

'V

Type 2L plot

Basic 1/ 40th-acre plot
considered the equivalent of
a 1/40th-acre circular plot
Square 1/10th-acre plot
considered the equivalent of
a 1/10th-acre circular plot
Square 0.225-acre plot
considered the equivalent of
a 0.225-acre circular plot

Square 2/5th-acre plot
considered the equivalent of
a 2/5th-acre circular plot

Rectangular plot 0.5 x 1 chain

Rectangular plot 0.5 x 2 chains

Rectangular plot 0.5 z chains

Rectangular plot 0.5 x 6 chains

Rectangular plot 3. x 2 chains

Rectangular plot I x 3 chains

Rectangular plot I z4 chains

22



in,
U = population average

X) = sum of plot volumes

N number of plots in 20 acres

£(x)

population standard deviation

N = number of plots in 20 acres

sum of squared plot volumes

[(x)]2 sum of plot volumes squared

23

to provide ten different populations of larger units.
For sxw1ple, 16 of the basic 1/40th-acre plOts were

combined to form 4.8 2/5th-acre plots. The coefficient

of variation of volume tor these 4.8 sciwire 2/5th-aore

plots was calculated by standard statistical procedures
involving pre1iminax'r computation of the mean or average

volume per plot, and the standard deviation of the plot
volumes as ewnm'rized by the formulae given below:



The population coefficient of variation is
merely the standard deviation expressed as a percentage
of the mean, and is given by the following formula:

population coefficient of variation
expressed as a percent

C' t population standard deviation
M population average volume (mean)

Values for symbols used in the above formulas are shown

in Table 3,

Population coefficients of variation for each
of the 3evara). kinds of plots are given below:

P opuJation o
Kind of Plot of variatio
Circular (acres)

0.025 103,42
.100 69.19
.200 58.50
.225 57.76
.250 57.00
.400 54.45

Rectangular (chains)
0.5 x 1 81.70
.5 x 2 66.95

52.21
.5 x 6 47.751x2
1x3 47.941x4 47.01



at tks acttto p2 itas
emits. I I.c los into
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The basic l/IfOth.acre plots could not be

oombined to give 1/5th- and 1/4th-acre airoular plots,
but these plots were included because they are so
commonly used. Population coefficients of 'variation
for these two plots were estimated from a graph of
population coefficients of variation for the circular
plots plotted over circular plot ize as presented in

Figure 5.

ANALThBS

The number of equally spaced plots of a given

kind that can be cruised. in a given interval of time is
important in comparing the efficiencies among plots of

ifferent kinds, Two factors must be considered in the

computation; first, the total time spent on the plots,
end second, the total time consumed in travelling among

plots. Although the time study gave no information for

the 1/5th- and. the 1/4th-acre circular plots, oruising
ims for these plots was estimated troji a graph of

cruising time plotted ever circular plot size as present-
ed in l'iguro 6 and used in subsequent analyses of the
data because these plots are so commonly used.

The formulae needed to determine the number

of plete which can be cruised in a given interval of
time had been developed previously by F. A. ohnson (5)
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he United States i?orest Service, as reported below
circular end reotanular plots separately.

For circular plots:

in which

total number plOts

(0.74) LI'

where

0.74 = average travel time per chain
I. = diameter of plot in chains

total po8Ible number of plots in
a line across the area

-O.74L

where

t arerage time required to cruise
a plot of a particular kind

0.74 average travel tinie per chain
L dIameter of plot in chains

total time devoted to cruising a given
area in minutes

Solution of the above formula gives the number of equs

spaced oircular plots which can be established in a
given Interval of time on a 40-acre tract.



For rectangular plots:
ab

in which

N total number of

P = total possible number of coluiis of plots
where the long axis of' the plots are in
0 oluinnø

width of plot in chains
travel time per chain
length of plot divided by width of plot
in chains

total time required to cruise a given
area in minutes

average time required to cruise a plot
of a particular kind

in which
a value solved tr above formula

U length of plot divided by width of plot
in chains
total possible numb. of columns of plots where
the long axis of the lots are in columns

30



standard error of an estimate of
total volume expressed in percent
of total volume

coefficient of variation in percent
among plots of a given kind
total possible number of plots of
a given kind in a given area

31

Solution of the above formula gives the number

or equally spaced rectangular plots which can be estab"
lisbed in a given interval of time on a 40.-acre tract.
The distance between the adjacent end boundaries and

the distance between adjacent plot sides or rectangular
plots 18 equal. In both instances the formulae were

solved for given time intervals of 3, 4, 5 and 8 hours'
cruise time on a 40.-acre tract. The number of system-

atically spaced plots which can be cruised In a given
time is shown in Table 4.

8TANDARD ERRORS

Having determined previously the number of

plots of a given kind whioh may be cruised in given
intervals of time, and the coefficients of variation
among the various kinds of plots, the standard error
for a finite population may be expressed as:



TABLE 4. Number or plots which can be oruised in a given tii
The actual and relative number of systematically
spaced plots of various sizes and shapes that can
be cruised within a 40-acre area in a given time.

*Va1ues for these plots in this an following tables were estisated by inter-
polation. See text for explanation.

Eind
ActUal

plot 3 hours
number

j1Our8
of plOts Relative number of plots

5 hours 8 hours ? hours 4 hours hours 8 hours

0i.a'oular (aoresi
.025 1.19.90 201.07 297.56 662.03 7.24 8.66 9.90 12.96
.100 55.50 83.36 113.21 210.54 3.35 3.59 3.77 4.1.2
.200* 31.58 45.56 60.22 106.50 1.91. 3.96 2.00 2.09
.225 30.03 43.30 57.00 100.60 1.83. 1.86 1.90 1.97
.250* 28.84 41.47 54.61 96.04 1.74 1.79 3.82 1.88
.400 24.30 34.69 45.43 7.85 1.47 1.49 1.51 1.54

Rectangular (chains)
.5 x 1 78.25 121.88 170.32 331.43 4.73 5.25 5.67 6.49
.5 x 2 52.84 78.59 105.91 192.23 3.19 3.38 3.52 3.76
.5 x 4. 31.4.3. 44.89 58.73 101.24 1.90 1.93 1.95 1.98
.5 x 6 22.56 31.57 40.72 68.73 1.36 1.36 1.35 1.35
1 x 2 31.15 44.85 59.12 104.07 1.88 1.93 1.97 2.04
3. x 3 20.86 29.62 38.56 66.3.3 1.26 1.28 1.28 3.29
I x 4 16.55 23.22 30.06 51.06 1.00 1.00 1.00 3.00



number of plots of a given kind that
may be cruised in a given interval of
tiriie

The above relationships are known to be true

only when sampling units arc located at random (6, p.52).
lio%ever, any failure of the above formula to apply to
systematic sampling was expected to affect all kinds of
plots equally, therefore, the kind of plot which had the
smallest standard error for a given amount of work was
ooneidsred to be the most efficient kind of plot.

The standard errors for the thirteen kinds
systematically spaced plots taken during 3, 4, 5 and

8 hours of work on a 40-acre tract are presented in
Tables 5, 6, 7 and 8 respectively, as computed by the
above formula.

'3



rind 2L Plot
ular (acres

"Ce,
Coeff to lsnt ot

var tat ion
Jpezroent

rrors for tln'ea

Nuier of
aystest ical].y
spacs4 plots

'a' wc.'k
1

ota1
possible

number of plots

100

"we
StandaH
error

(percent)

8.77
8.58
856
9.15
9.20
9.63

10.55

.025 103.42 119.90

.3.00 69.19 55.50
200 58.50 31.5$

.225 57.76 30.03

.250 57.00 28.84

.400 54.45 24.30
Reotangulaz' (chains).5z1 81.70 78 25

.5z2 66.95 52.84

.5 x 4 52.21 31.41

.5 z6 47.75 22.561x2 55.86 31. 151x: '7.94 20.86
I 47.01 16.55

3600 9.07
400 8 62
200 9."
178 9.61
160 9.61.
100 9.61



.5z61z2

NC"
Coettiotant of N

.5z1 81.70.5*2 66.95
52.23.
47.7,
55.861x31*4 47.01

"nfl "N"
Total

mib1sit*r t plots .rssnt}

6.82
6.74
7.62
7.6
762
7.47

6.81
6.77
6.16
7.42
7.34
7.77
0.55

K2Dd 2L P14
yartat ion a

Cfro*ar (&oree)
.025 3.03.42
.100 69.19"4.
225 57.76

.250 57.00
54.45

Reotga2ar (oMitte)

art ex'rora tcw to I' work



Kind of plot

"C"
ioisnt of

variation
(percent)

"U"
Number of

aystent icafly
dPS05(' p3.ota

"N"
Total

p033 ibis
number of 1ots

1600
400
200
178
160
100

200
133
100

Standard
error

(percet

541
5 31
6.30
6 31
6.26
5.97

5.55
5.58
5.73
6.21
6.09
6.51
7.67

ircular (acres
025 103.42 297.56

.100 69.19 U321

.200 58.50 6022
.225 57.76 57.00
250 57.00 54.61

.400 54.45 45.43
Reotaiguiar (chains)5x1 81.70 170.32

.5 x 2 66.95 105.91

.514 52 21 58.73
47.75 40.721x2 55 86 59.12

1x3 47.94 38.56
47.01 30.06

Standard errors for five I work



TABLJ 8.

"Ce
Coefficient of

variation

errora f o, sight houra' work

"fl"
Number of Total

a ye te nt to ally pea sibi.
nE,t

Standard
error

Kind of plot (percent) BPO8d plots number of plots (,eroent)

Circular (acres)
025 103.42 662.03 1600 3.08

.100 69.19 210.54 400 3 28

.200 58.50 106.50 200 3.88
225 57.76 100.60 178 3.80
250 57.00 96.014 160 3 .6$

.400 54.4, 78.75 100 4.09
Rectangular (chains).5xl 81.70 331.43 800 3 05

.5 x 2

.5 x45x6lxZlx

66.95
52.21
47.75
55.86
47.94

192.23
101.24

68.73
104.07

66.13

400
200
133
200
133

343
3. *5
4.00
3.78
4.18

1 47.01 51.06 100



CONCL3I0

An analysis of the data from a 100 percent
cruise of twenty acres showed that plots of smaller
size were most efficient for cruising seoond"growth
Douglas-fir of the character examined in the study.
However, the opposite was rounc to be true by Hixon
and ohnaon 5) in their study of plot size in cruising
old.growtkL Dougiaaftr. Their studies have been sde
in oldgrowth having few trees per ac:e and high ooeffi
olents of variation. The present study has been made

in second-growth having many trees per acre and 1
coefficients of variation. Therefore, it should bø
possible to select the most efficient kind of plot to use
in cruising stands which lie between these two extremes.

Examination of the standard errors recorded
in Tables 5 to 8 show that the different kinds of plots
vary in rank of effloiency with relation to a given
cruising time, for example, the circular 1/10th-acre
plot ranked third for a cruising time of three hours,
first for four hours, second for five hours, and third
for eight hours. This, of course, results from t1
ratio of the time spent in cruising a plot to the tinis
spent in travelling among the Eystematioaljy spaced
plots.



'9
The thirteen kinds of plots examined in the

study are listed in Table 9 in order of their efficiency
for cruising periods of 3, 4, 5 axxd 8 hours, and in thisizi
over-all efficiency. The figures indicate that the
circular 1/10th-acre plot is the most efficient when
considered generally over afl. the different cruising
periods. The 1/2-chain by 1-chain rectangular plot
ranks second, and the 1/2-chain by 2-chain rectangular
plot and the 1/40th-acre circular plot ti for third
place The figures indicate only slight differences
among these four plots, therefore it would 'be erroneous
to conclude that any one of the four plots was most
efficient in all cases. The particular type of cruising
project, the time allowed for completion of the project
and whether the cruise parties will consist of two men
or' a single man must be considered in selecting the
type of plot to use. For example, if the cruise parties
were to consist of one man, the circular plot would be
the most easily used because it is necessary only to
locate the plot center and work around it. The reotang-

ular plot would be most awkward to use itien cruising
alone, but it would be ideal for cruising when the
party consists of two or more men especially when chain-

ing is a part of the operation, because the chain would
be a great aid in laying out the plot and in dividing



Kind plot
Circular 1/lOth"acre

Rectangular ,5 z 1 chain
Circular .025 acre
Rectangular .5 z 2 chains
Rectangular .5 x 4 chains
Rectangular I x 2 chains
Rectangular .5 x 6 chains
Circular l/4th-acr.
Circular 2/5th.aore
C ire ular 1/5thacre
Circular .225 acre
Rectangular 1 x 3 chains
Rectangular 3. x 4 chains

2

I
7

6

1 2

2

7

9

3

7

8

9

6

10

3

1

2

4

5

7

10

6

11

9

$

I
2

7

a

9

10

11

12

13

9. Plots ranked in order of efficiency
Time to cruise 40 acres 2jstenticall7

3 hours 4 hours 5 hours 8 hours Ovsr-.aU
rank rank rank rank rank

12

1.3

1212

13



the plot into two equal part8 thue facilit&tin tally
of the trees. When plots are to be narked permanently

on the grounds a single stake can be used to malt the
oenter of a circular plot and tile plot boundary nay t*

easily located from the plot center, but it is not so
simple to boats the boundaries of a reotangular plot
from a sinle center stake.



SUMMARY

In the past, choice of plot by the cruiser
has been governed by personal preference. Little has
been known about the relative effioienoies or different
plots. Obviously, no particular size and shape of plot
can be selected which will give a representative sample
of all forest types. The kind, of plot which is good

for sampling old"growtb may not necessarily be good for
sampling seoondgrowth. In 1949, the United States
Foreet Service conducted an investigation to determine
the most efficient plot to use in cruising old-growth
Douglas-fir. This study has been extended by the writer
to determine the moat efficient plot to use in cruising
second-growth.

A twenty-acre area of 90-year-old second-

growth Douglas-fir on the McDonald Forest was chosen

as a study area.
The most efficient plot may be defined as that

plot which will give the smallest standard error for a
given amount of work. In order to determine the most
efficient plot it was necessary first to collect data
showing the correct net volume on the study area.
This was accomplished by conducting a 100 percent cruise

of the tract by 1/40th-acre square plots. Next, it was
necessary to collect data frost which computations could.



be made of the average time required to oruies the
different kinds of plots and the travel time among
plots.

The basic 1/40th-acre plots from the 100 per-
cent cruise were combined in various ways to provide ten

different populations of larger plots. For example,

twelve of the basic plots were combined to form a reotang-
ulaz' plot 1/2-chain by 6 chains.

The coefficient of variation of volume was
computed for a population eonaistin.g of each kind of
plot in order to determine how efficiently each kind of
plot sampled the area. The coefficients of variation
were calculated by standard statistical procedures in-
volving preliminary computation of the average volume

per plot and the standard deviation of the plot volumes.
Next, it was necessary to determine the number

of equally spaced plots of a given kind that could be
cruised in a given time. Two factors were considered

in this computation; first, the total time spent on
he plots, and second, the total time consumed in

travelling among plots.
having determined the number of plots of a

given kind wbioh could be cruised in given intervals of
time, and the coefficients of Tariation among the various
kinds oX plots, it was poesiOle to calculate the standard



erro s ror 1be var'i cue kinds of plots Standard errors

were computed for the vaz'ioua kinds of plots on the basis
of working periods of 3, 4, 5 and 8 hours per 40 acres.

Results indicated:
Plots of smaller size were moat effioiiutt
for cruising second-growth Douglas-fir of
the character examined in the study.
In general, rectangular plots 1/2-chain
wide were more efficient than either
rectangular plots one chain wide or the
larger circular plots.
The different kinds of plots varied to
son extent in respect to the working
period, but the data failed to indicate
any specific trend.
Analysis of the data indicated that the
circular 1/10th-acre plot was the most
efficient when considered generally over
all working periods.
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TABLE 10. Basic data by 1/40th-acre plots
(Net volume Soribner Decimal C)

106 12q680 0 0 0 1.17 11

0 0 ilL 38 1C

00 0 0 106 33 33 11 131

0000 0 01030 0 0 57 110

181 0 77 0 0 106 171 110 102 iL

0 112 0 ii.o 137 118

0 0 106 1 11.1 111 172

106 106 0 172 1(1 18 1 117 177

0 88 0 L7 ii
14C 0 0 90 0 0 0 117

17 3143 0 119 131

62
-I

0 0 772

101 140

131 141

3141 106 1141 11 U 014

106 43

171

17

7'

20

0

0

0

26

02

20' 326

6

158

0

62

0

?91J

0

15

28

26 Sb

?66 0

0

268 0

89 ?1L ?2'

323 2L0 3L1I

27S

0

0

2b7

0

0

90

800

75

1E

0

0

59

26

62

0

0

95

0

12

0

0

221k

68 82

0

0

0 LI

0 0

80?5

170 1L2 197

5 26 L6

8

90

60

2

7c

90

92

9(

8

72

0

52

9c

0

8

0

58

66

88

0

82

75

20'

90

90

88

0

66

o

27

0

0

L2

0

62

3Q

0

80

0

62

0

0

9C

60

88

07

0

0

75

68

89

90

0

0

(c

82

'19

70

62

0

0

163

0

0

0

90

0

0

0

0

0

26

98

0 0 0 0 21i 3 93 126 162 109 0 37 0 35 101 22 19 0

000 7500 0000770 ?11. 012300 150 0 16675 ?l0 190

0 0 0 0 0 0 70 176 0 93 103 0 145 106 1' 163

0 53 0 0 82 0 150 2214 145 78 72 59 131 0 16 2 319

23 0 0 0 39 1.2 122 80 56 33 220 0 88 192 61 75 0 62 0

o 85 75 2214 0 0 0 190 0 0 0 0 86 75 76 72 37 61 714 1(7 It 1L3

0 75 62 90 0 0 6a il 0 68 68 0 0 88 113 62 1214 66 6' 61 195 L o

00 01214620000 056083620 145 '516229876 0 61

0 62 83 62 62 227 0 0 0 143 0 0 0 106 146 99 17 23 146 25 0

0 88 0 0 576 139 26 56 0 0 106 38 0 26 26 39 118 19 156 51

0 145 0 62 75 125 189 398 92 0 0 62 75 7 0 0 0 1148 71 0 88 0 0 0

171 0 0 106 106 101 13 89 0 7 0 0 0 141 14' 160 75 1' 223 0 0

268 90 0 0 15C 68 140 115 19' 526 11 0 50 0 0 165 26 0 56 91 75 361 (15 LC3 18

914 107 15 8C 196 69 0 75 0 0 0 0 0 127 128 72 0 0 1LC 61 21 0 0

62 26 66 79 20 0 95 62 0 26 12 0 89 26 146 0 26 26 18 0 jS( 114J4 ?314 61 ?10 0 (05

3 92 2214 3 3140 19 106 77 70 0 1. 1143 0 145 1' 146 1146 6 1c3 '2 1(1 81 ?32 125

151 51 255 2(Q 0 315 0 152 172 208 145 101 0 0 L146 10 145 88 165 168 175 75 0

3147 21 75 168 183 116 69 168 51 0 51 75 La 0 146 76 103 89 26

2'? ?11 1 271 196 73 120 0 0 18 0 71 '1 s147 195 114 149

107219101413916702700 017301651466 145 163101 9012(0 0106012140

169 35 L6 338 219 (1 51 201 61 1] '1 106 252 141 0 137 111. ?lLi 3C 410 318

11( 12 161 114 ?11 ie 2 17 157 12' 1214 2.143 106 1e14 306 188

20? 207 216 373 216 122 19 165 114 257 177 10 131 11414 191 2314 1214 ?67 Ia 288

206 113 17 102 714 ?23 145 189 114 1214 171 136 (114 59 (03 1L5 203 361

97 142 168 4146 10 1 218 137 26 (01 75 232 75 12 18 966 I21 127 187



Basic data grouped into square 1/10thi.acre plots corresponding to
circular /lOth-'acre plots. The
equals 1 plot in this table.

u of 4 basic plots fro* ?able 10

106 0 0 0 0 27 330 30' 343

.O 0 0 2018 6,

435

O3aP2O.6l;
183 1918 297 299 0 30 80 239

P2 6 L0. 8 20 0' 8rir.is

2 B'OOs 0 i6' 10 P 28 20 20

0 795 28 169 28P 16 8 0

.0* 262 2 0 8 0 8 28

221 550 329 420 21 13 56

03 553 66 96 i86 26:' 236 5O. 29

588 390 0 191 6 6

54. 833iO3 60 784. 523 173 60. 65 54.1 605 493 33 I0O: 94.!"! 848,P 28:204.8 66,P 8



TABI2 12. Basic data grouped into square 0.225-acre plots corresponding to
circular 0.225-acre plots. The sum of 9 basic plots from Table 10
equals 1 plot in tZiis table.

2014. 68 0 443 979 723 308 485 719 1056

372 277 614 284. 685 1019 746 968 652 576

370 627 501 441 280 622 633 959 753 662

256 823 194.2 125 325 522 521 416 1379 430

693 452 580 1302 375 567 224 1210 1099 762

1050 1289 1765 606 438 447 579 1003 974 898

1649 1216 871 322 999 840 933 1294 935 1754.

1732 2134 1073 899 1215 1122 1375 7 12



TABIZ 13. Basic data grouped into square 2/5th-acre plots oorrespondin to
circular 2/5th-aore plots. The sum ot 16 baste plots tram Table 10
equals 1 plot in this table.

106 325 209 1203 1605 744 1093 1934

765 637 955 584 1443 134.6 1806 1040

569 14.25 2227 490 789 893 14.76 931

14.13 1445 1943 1199 815 675 24.22 1554

2580 2037 1671 1186 921 1591 1556 1676

2898 3012 3272 1432 1994 2210 1517 3582



TABL1 3.4. Basic data grouped into rectangular 1/20th-acre plots 0.
The sum ot 2 basic plots front Table 10 equals 1 plot in

197
75
0
53
0

114.3

9

358 0 80 6 719

..
i 8 62 i lEVI

iIUI iw19 90

118
38
82

206

66
39 65

148

16

47

99

25
51
0
0

chain
his Table.

0 0 0 57 219 271 207 11
0 0 0 177 28 0 123 38
0 0 106 103 237 257 60 101a.
0 0 103 82 0 207 4.80 155
0 139 3014. 80 8 326 88 24].. I I I.

106 0
0 0
o 0
0 0

181 100

0 0
289 285 0
90 715 0

3124. 615 313

14.7 0 117
56 53 166

119 222 144
0 62

flt
415

0
37

500
L.0

45
88

993
493ir3

122118 338 1303 208 70 16 178 192
101 1 2 . 188 12 86 *

0222

. r ii
0

riici 3414. 371 137 227 196 315 165 304 369 90 346 285
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TABLE 16. Beio data grouped into rectangular 1/5th-acre plots 0.5 x 4 chains.
The sum at 8 basic plots froi Table 10 equals 2. plot in this table.



TABI$ 17. Basic data grouped into rectangular 3/lOth-aore plots 0.5 x 6 chains,
The sum of 12 baste plots from Table 10 equals 1 plot in this ta1e.

303 754. 'ci 3
c2g 997

75 763

334 872 1203
102A 957

496 70k 782

439 775 1237
L.77 1216

770
592 554.

263 lolA 786

1147
1535 7F9
363 1171

1110 1375 lk.7k.
-1 91L 752 7LL5

97 107A

1503
1133 13A

1593
1271 1101

g52 997

1948
373 19L4.

191/+
1282 '7g1

' 1371 2191

2510 1901 163k

1896 1M3 1705
1737 1779
1590 1659



TABLE 18. Baaio data grouped into rectangular 1/5th.aore plots 1 2 chains.
The su of 8 basic plots fr Table 10 equals 1 plot tn this table.

106 272 0 78]. 6O. 101 652 857

0 53 209 k22 1004 643 441 1077

478 299 633 309 788 785 617 337

287 338 322 275 655 561 1189 703

278 524 1000 272 336 361 483 496

291 901 1227 218 453 532 993 435

862 613 1064. 568 4.95 235 1324 660

551 832 879 631 320 440 1098 894

1256 1003 1281 8 504 512 952 634

1321. 103k. 190 8L.8 L.17 1079 60k. 10i.2

16 0 0:
1375 1965 659 796 1112 7kO 1



TABL1{ 19. Baste data grouped into rectangular 3/10th-acre plots I z 3 chains.
The sum o 12 basic plots troxa Table 10 equals 1 plot in this table.

272 234 11J.8 410 1200

53 394 1241 878 1283

596 713 1017 1239 520

413 511i. 738 1268 1185

762 1169 439 566 774

901 1326 572 695 1265

875 1487 640 1068 1151

1063 1299 531 990 14.42

1556 1467 656 958 1140

1622 581 1074 1533 1192

2470 1480 1798 1429 2396

29 2339 1081 1762 1



TABLE 20. Basic data grouped into rectangular 2/5th-acre plots I x 4 chain.
The sum or 16 basic plots from Table 10 equals 1 plot in this table.

378 781 702 1509

53 631 1647 1518

777 942 1573 954

625 597 1216 3.892

802 1272 697 979

1192 1445 985 1428

lli.75 1632 730 1984

1383 1510 760 1992

2259 1619 1016 1586

2358 1238 1496 1646

3011 2080 2296 2727

2899 2624 1908 2372



FIGU[E 7. Time study data card

ire. plot
sot. plot acres) .025 .100 .225 .400

chains) (.5 xl) (.5 x 2) (.5 x 4.).5x6) (liz) (1x3) (1x4)
Tim
start

57


